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Abstract
Photoionization of atoms by high energy photons is considered.
It is
emphasized that in this frequency region the cross section and other
characteristics of the process are strongly effected by electron shell polarization
and rearrangement effects, including that due to inner vacancy Auger decay. In
the high frequency region the effects of nuclear stracture could be important and
noticeable, i.e. o f virtual or real excitation of the nucleus degrees of freedom
and of the Quantum Electrodynamics vacuum.
Ionization accompanied by secondary photon emission (Compton ionization) is
analyzed in the considered domain of energies.
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1.

Introduction:

main reasons to study photoionization

Photoionization or elimination of target particles by incoming photons is the best method to
obtain information on the structure of any multiparticle object: solid body, atom, nucleus.
Indeed, the incoming photon interacts directly with only a single electron or proton of the tin'get
system. It is not disturbing (or being disturbed) by other target particles. These can be excited or
eliminated only due to the interparticle interactaon in the target, so the photoionization cross
sections give information on the target structure in initial and final states. Most interesting is the
information about the role of interparticle, in case of an atom of interelectron, interaction which
determines the difference between a real atom and a group of electrons moving in the Coulombic
field of the nucleus.
The photoionization cross sections can be studied as functions of a) photon frequency, b)
outgoing particle or particles energy or energies, c) photon frequency but at fixed differences
between energies coming to and going out of the target.
The investigation of the type a) gives information about different space regions of the target
wave function. In general, the higher the frequency the smaller are the considered distances from
the nucleus. If ionization is performed by low energy photons, the final state wave function is
comparatively simple, having only one or two open channels. With an increase of the incoming
energy, more and more channels become open and a number of channels are able to contribute to
the cross section of the process. As a result, with increase of energy complication to the target
wave function resulting from the interparticle interaction not only in initial but also in the final
state must be taken into account.
The investigation of the type b) gives information on the target energy level structure, including
the main lines (and levels), which correspond to that in the Coulomb field of a nucleus, and socalled satellites, the very existence of them being determined by interelectron interaction. Of
interest is the level's position and width. The latter is determinedby the probability of radiative
and Auger decay processes. While Auger decay is completely determined by the interelectron
interaction, the radiative one is not. However it can also be importantly affected by this
interaction.
The investigation of the type c), particularly at high photon energies, gives information on the
wave function of a given level. At very high photon energies, at which the interaction between
the outgoing electron and the residual ion can be neglected the cross-section is simply
proportional to the square modulus of the Fourier-image of the ionizing electron initial state
wave function.
2.

Specifics of the high photon energy region

The photon energy to* can be considered as high if t0>>I, I being the atomic electron shell
ionization potential. This quantity is different for different shells, from about 1a.u. for the outer
and Z'2/2for the innermost shell, Z being the nucleus charge. Due to the big difference between
Z2/2 and 1 for Z>>1 a given photon can be simultaneously of high energy for the outer and of
near threshold energy for intermediate or the inner shells.
In the t0>>I energy range the p:,oton may or may not be dipolar. It is dipolar, if its wave length
is much larger than the dimension of the ionizing electron shell:
*Atomic units, with h =_me= 1 is used in this paper

i

?,-c/to >> r.-Z"1

(1)

or
to << cZ.

In (1) c is the speed of light. To be nondipolar means therefore to have energy
to .>.cZ

(2)

Only for heavy elements with Z~c-1is this a relativistic energy, which is of the order higher than
the electron rest mass.
The high energy region where the photons are dipolar becomes relatively narrow with increasing
Z:
cZ >> to >> Z2/2,
(3)
or

1 >> to/cZ >> Z/2c
Outgoing electrons become relativistic, when
to >> C2

or even if

(4)

to>C 2

In total, the high photon energy region consists of several zones, namely the medium high energy
zone, which is
Iin > tO >> lout,

(Sa)

lout and Iinbeing the ionization potentials of outer and inner electrons, respectively. Next is the
nonrelativistically high energy zone,
cZ >> to > lin.

(5b)

C2 >> to > cZ,

(5c)

Then finally the nondipole zone

followed by the relativistic zone"
to > c2 .

(5d)

The zone to >> ca can be called ultrarelativistic.
The pure multielectron effects, caused by Coulombic interelectron interaction are most important
in the nonrelativistic high energy zone, while with growth of photon energy the relativistic
corrections to the electron motion and to interelectron interaction become more and more
important.
The pure multielectron effects are the following | 1]:

a) polarization of electron shells by the absorbed photon, which means the effect of virtual
excitation of electrons after they absorb a photon.
I

b) The rearrangement of outer electron shells due to inner vacancy creation and decay. This
effect includes also satellite formation as well as screening of the interaction between the
core and the outgoing electron due to the core's virtual excitation.
c) Polarizational action of the core upon the outgoing electron, which includes the process of
direct knock-out of outer atomic electrons and their excitation due to collision with the
photoelectron coming from the inner shell [2].
With increasing photon energy some of these effects are dying out and gradually the deviations
of the interelectron interaction from being pure Coulombic become more important, than the
dynamical reaction i.e. the excitation of nucleus and the reaction of the Quantum
Electrodynamical Vacuum, i.e. virtual or real creation of electron-positron pairs.
At fast let us concentrate on the medium and nonrelativistically high energy zones. If an outer
electron is removed by a photon in medium high energy zone, the ionizing shell polarization, the
polarizational action of the core upon the outgoing electron and its exchange with the core
electrons can be neglected. If to >> Iin, Iin being the inner shell ionization _:)tential, entirely all
the core polarization is inessential. What is left of electron correlations in this photon frequency
zone is that which accompanies the ion recoil, namely shake-up and shake-off type excitations
and ionizations. It is the specific feature of photoionization, that because absorption of a photon
by a free electron is forbidden by energy and momentum conservation, the excess momentum
must be given to another partner of the process, e.g. the ion. This is the very reason for
photoionization cross section decrease with the photon frequency to growth: more and more
momentum must be transferred via long-range Coulombic interaction from the electron to the
ion, in fact finally to its nucleus.
While in the zones (Sa) and (Sb) the photons are dipolar, which determine to a large extent the
shape of the photoelectron angular distribution, in zone (5c) and for higher frequencies nondipole
contributions become important. This leads to a completely nondipole angular distribution at
relativistic energies. While at low energies the interaction between the electric field of the
photon and the electron current absolutely dominates, at relativistic energies the interaction
between photon magnetic field and the spin of the electron _mes
more important. This
effects the photoelectron polarization, i.e. the probability to find electron spin oriented in a given

direction
3.

Light atoms - far above threshold

The photoionization cross section for hydrogen and hydrogen-like ions is presented in very many
text books. For high frequencies and in the dipole approximation it looks like [1]:
Cro(to) ._2680tNa2ZS(l° / to)7/211- rr(l/t0) 1/2],

(6)

where Z is the nuclear charge, cxis the fine structure constant c_ = 1/137, lo is the hydrogen
ionization potential, ao is the Bohr radius. In atomic units it is ao = 1. Due to the presence of rr
and the fact, that the expansion goes, according to (6), in powers of (I/to)1/2< 1 which for (I/to) <
1 is considerably bigger than (I/to), the negative term in (6) remains non negligible up to very
high energy to.

Expression (6) must be corrected, if the photoionized target is not hydrogen. Indeed, for very
high energies the outgoing fast electron can be described by a plain wave. For high, but
nonrelativistic photoelectron energies, one can show [ 1], that

or(to)=

/ ¢po¢ro(t0)
(7)

o3>>I

,

where q0(?) is the wave function of the ionized electron in the initial state at ? = 0, while q0o(O)is
the same but in hydrogenic approximation.
A formula, which is generalizing (6) looks like

ts(to)- Ato-7/2[1 - b(I/to)l/2]

.

(8)

This expression instead of a more simple one tr(o3)~ o3-7/2 should be used to fit the high photon
frequency experimental data accurately. While A, according to (7) is determined by q0(o), the
parameter b contains information on the distortion of the outgoing electron Coulomb wave
function by the short range atomic core potential.
The photoionization cross section in the photon energy zone I << to << cZ is connected to the
Fourier-image of the electron's initial state wave function [3]:
Oi(to) ~[q_i(q)[2 ,
(9)
q2 = 2(o3- Ii),
where q is the momentum transferred to the ion in the ionization process and i denotes the initial
state of the ionizing electron. Thus, for high to the cross section (9) gives information on the
electron wave function at high q or small distances from the nucleus. Due to presence of the
interelectron interaction the vacancy i is not a pure state: on the contrary, it ia mixed with more
complicated excitations, which include at least one extra electron-vacancy excitation, forming
so-called satellites. The cross-section of their excitation o'i-(o3) by medium high energy photons
is given by the following relation
t:r'i"(o3) = sii'6i(to)

,

(10)

where Sli- is the frequency-independent quaotity which characterize the admixture of satellite
states 'T' to the main state i. The coefficient S[ is not equal to one, which leads to transformation
of (7) into
oi(to) = SI] q°i(°') [20oi(o3) •
¢Poi(O)

(11)

At first _;l_ce, Si could be incorporated into q0i(o). But this is not the case. Indeed, the
auaniitv-S[, which is called soectroscopic factor alter_ the normalization of the waive function
which _,ithout inclusion of confi"guration mixing was|iq0i (_)l2 d? --1. The factor S_ absolutely
decreases the intensity of the line i: due to confi_ration mixing the pure vacancy state i
becomes only a fraction of the total intensity of the conglomerate, formed by the main line and
all its satellites.

4.

Heavy atoms - near an inner shell threshold

The frequency to belonging to medium high energy zone, being far above the outer electrons
ionization potential, can be near and even below inner shell thresholds.
In this frequency region the polarization of outer electron shells by the photon is inessential. But
the rearrangement of them due to inner vacancy creation after photon absorbtion and the vacancy
decay is of great importance. The vacancy, created in the inner shell increases nuclear attraction,
acting upon outer electrons, thus altering their states. It results in screening of the vacancy field
in which the photoelectron moves on its way out of the atom. The decrease of the strength of
this field leads to a reduction of the inner shell photoionization cross section at its threshold.
However, if the inner vacancy decays via the Auger mechanism, the outgoing electron instantly
finds itself in a stronger attractive field of at least two vacancies created in the decay process.
This increases the near threshold value of the inner shell photoionization cross section. Due to
this extra attraction, the photoelectron loses its energy, while the Auger electron becomes more
energetic. This redistribution of energy, called Post Collision Interaction (PCI), was studied in
photoionization extensively, both experimentally and theoretically (see, e.g. [41). However in the
vicinity of inner vacancy thresholds this process acquires additional features, connected with the
usually multistep Auger decay of these vacancies. As a result, the photoelectron, which initially
starts to move in the single charged ion field, instantly finds itself at first in a two-vacancy field,
which is a simple PCI effect, then in the three-, four- etc. vacancy fields. Their attraction
becomes step by step stronger and the outgoing electron energy decrease becomes bigger and
bigger. For example, if the inner vacancy decays in a two step process, the photoelectron energy
shift is given, instead of an ordinary formula Ae = -F i / v, by:
1
A_ _--[r
v

FiFi

i +_1.
Fi+F j

(12)

Here F i is the inner vacancy i Auger-width, while F j is the Auger-width of the second step
decay.
Note, that a specific feature of an inner vacancy decay in a heavy atom is a large contribution of
a radiative process as compared to an Auger one.
At photon energies close to inner shell thresholds interesting interference effects can take place
in the outer shell electron ionization. Indeed, this process can proceed directly when an outer
electron itself absorbs a photon. The electron correlations within the outer shell are unimportant.
However, the photon can be absorbed by an inner electron and the outer electron can be
eliminated due to the interaction of the inner and outer ones. The outer electron photc2ionization
amplitude.D_o_(to) can be presented as a sum of two terms, describing the direct d_'o)(to)and
indirect D_o)_(_)processes:
in

D(o)(to) = Ckao)(to)+D(o)(to)

(13)

•

°

°

d

•

•

Their..frequency dependence is completely different: whale do(t0) is decreasing at least as
to-a_z, D)_)(to) decreases much slower, having also important peculiarities at to close to the
inner shell discrete excitation energies and ionization threshold.
As a source of information on electron correlations the measurements of the multiple charged ion
yield are very important. These ions are created either via multistep Auger decay, which is the
most probable and simple way or by other processes, such as shake off, direct knock-out and
their combination. Interesting is the formation of ions, the charge of which is either smaller or
larger than that created via a multistep Auger-process. One extreme is the single-charge ion
formation which is attractive from the theoretical point of view because it permits consideration
of a process with a very simple final state: a fast photoelectron and an outer shell vacancy. The
other extreme is formation of ions whose charge is considerably higher than that achievable by
multistep Auger processes. In this case the contribution of shake off and direct knock out
mechanisms manifest themselves transparently.
Recently it became clear [5], that the measurement of the mean ion charge N(to) produced in
photoionization is interesting and informative. The function N(to) near the ls threshold in Ar
was analyzed, experimentally [5] and then theoretically [61. It was demonstrated that N(to) is
rapidly increasing while to is approaching the Is-threshold from below. The increase is due to
virtual Auger-decay of Is-vacancy i.e. a decay of a vacancy below the threshold of its creation.
The increase of N(to) is described by a formula i6]:
AN(_) = N(_) -N_ = ANI3(_+ 13)-l .

(14)

Here _ = 2(Ii -to) /F i, 13= (ri(li)/7r_i+l(Ii),
tyi(t0) is the photoionization cross section of the
inner i-shell, while (i. 1) denotes the next outer shell as compared to the i-th one; Ii and Fi are the
ionization potential and width of the vacancy i.
A relation similar to (14) can be derived for multiple ionization cross sections ts+n(t0):
1 Fi
+
cr+n(to)_ 2"'_Ii -to Oi n(Ii)' to < Ii "

(15)

where ts+n(to) is the total cross section of the (+n) ion formation and ts+n (li) is the threshold
value of the (+r.) ion production at to = Ii.
Direct knock-out, or elimination of an outer electron by one removed from the inner shell is an
important mechanism in the formation of multiply charged ions. It may be taken into account by
multiplying the corresponding cross section of inner shell ionization by the factors I1(e)
q(e) = expi-2Im5t(e)]

,

(16)

where _St(e) is the elastic scattering phase shift of a photo- or Auger-electron with angular
momentum _, traveling with energy e via the outer atomic shells. Note, that (16) includes the
imaginary part of St(e), which is determined by inelastic processes, namely by ionization or
excitation of outer atomic electrons.
The processes discussed in this section affect not only cross sections, but also angular
distributions and spin orientation of the outgoing electrons. Indeed, if a deep vacancy is

decaying, it alters the angular momentum and spin of the residual ion core, forming, in principle,
a nonspherically symmetric and spin-dependent field acting upon outgoing electrons.
Measurements of such characteristics as anisotropy parameters and spin orientations are of
interest, because they are sensitive to electron correlations in atoms.

5.

Relativistic corrections

Starting from the frequency values to~cZ, the relativistic corrections to the photoionization cross
section become important. In the angular distribution, corrections of the order v/c (v being the
photoelectron's speed) appear due to interference of dipole and quadrupole photon components.
Therefore the angular distribution dtr(to) / dr) may be presented as [7]:
dtr(to)
dfl

try(to)
4n

_

P2(cosO) + --[y(e)Pl(cosO) + 8(_;)P3(cosO)
c

,

(17)

where try(t0) is the total photoabsorbtion cross section, Ps(cos0), s=1,2,3 are the Legandre
polynomials, e is the photoelectron energy. Coefficients y(e) and 8(e) for the case when a shell
with angular momentum g is ionized are expressed via products of dipole g--, g t 1 and
quadrupole g--, g,g +_2transition t.iatdx elements [7]. On the contrary, P(e) is expressed via
products of dipole g --*g t 1 matrix elements only. It appeared that in some cases the quadrupole
terms are considerably bigger than the dipole ones overcoming at least partly the smallness of the
parameter tors/c, rs being the ionizing shell radius. In the pure dipole approximation the term
-to/c is neglected. Note that electron correlations are affecting all transition matrix dements, but
differently, depending, of course, on the transitions multipolarity.
The presence in (17) of the term with Pl(COS0)leads to a "drag" current - a macroscopical motion
of photoelectrons along or opposite to photon flux direction. Indeed, after averaging
photoelectron velocity vcos0 with the distribution (17) an "electromotive force" is found, which
after dividing by the "resistance" gives an expression for a current j(to) [8]:
lto
=
---(e),
j(to)
3 c ov(to)y(e)W tr_'tl

(18)
I

where W is the photon flux and try(e) is the "electron-target atom" elastic scattering cross
section. The factor y(E) describes how the total momentum Wto/c of the photon flux can be
distributed among photoelectrons and recoil ions. This distribution must be kept in mind,
because the linear momentum conservation law determines the total momentum of the outgoing
electrons and residual ions, while the current is determined by the electron momentum only. It
was assumed in deriving (18), that as soon as a photoelectron collides with another target atom it
is scattered with equal probability in any direction, thus leaving the current. While y(e) is
determined by a quite complicated expression, in order to estimate the current by an order of
magnitude, it can be substituted by _,(e) - r3, rs being the ionizing shell radius. The relativistic
corrections to the total cross section try(to) start to be important at higher frequencies, because
trv(to) does not include to/c terms. Due_to lack of interference of different multipolarities in
try(to) the corrections start from the (to/c)z term.
With further increase of to it becomes to be insufficient to treat the ionizing electron in initial or
final states nonrelativistically. On the contrary, even in the one electron approximation along
with higher multiple components of a photon the ionized electron must be treated relativisticaUy
i.e. by solving the Dirac instead of the Schr6dinger equation. As a result, accounting for the
relativistic yields the angular distribution of photoelectrons more and more concentrated in a

narrow cone near the photon beam direction. In the ultrarelativistic zone the photoionization
cross section of a hydrogen-like ion with nuclear charge Z and the number of electrons N for to
>> c2 is given by [91
try(to)

= 2rrNZSotar

2 """
c2

,

to

(19)

re =1/c 2 .
Here re is the so-called classical radius of an electron. It is of interest to compare try(t0) with
cross sections of other quantum-electrodynamical processes, namely with Compton scattering
and e+e- pair production in the same frequency domain to >> c2. For the Compton-effect the
cross section is [91
,_ .,. 2 c2

trc = z'amre _ in(to / c 2) ,

(20)

while for e+e - pair production it is [91
°e+e- = "_ Z2°tre2en(to/ C2)

"

(21)

These formulae are valid in the ultrarelativistic zone, where it is seen that e+e- production
becomes absolutely dominant. Note, that two of these processes, namely pair production and
photoionization, proceed via interaction with the nucleus, while Compton scattering yields
unbound electrons. This affects considerably the transfer of momentum to the nucleus and all the
secondary processes such as shake-up or shake-off which are caused by the recoil.
I

In the nonrelativistic zone the recoil momentum is increasing rapidlywith to growth, as q ~ .f_',
while at to >> c2 the main contribution to the cross section is cormng from the comparatively
small momenta transferred to the ion, of the order of r si.
The multielectron nature of the target atom can be essential also in photoionization processes in
the relativistic frequency zone. The interelectron interaction leads to satellites to the main line,
manifests itself in intershell effects and so on. However, the interelectron interaction for to >c2
includes not only the pure Coulomb term but also relativistic corrections to it, such as Breit terms
191.
It is of interest to study the polarization of photoelectrons in this frequency zone. Such an
investigation would allow study of the so called complete quantum mechanical experiment, in
which all amplitudes characterizing a given process can be derived directivefrom experiment. In
the nonrelativistic zone, one has three independent quantifies, characterizing photoionization of
an atomic level with angular momentum g, namely the absolute values of the transition matrix
elements g --*g:t 1 and their relative phase. If relalavistic corrections are taken into acx.ount, due
to interaction between spin and angular momentum, five independent quantfies characterize the
process. To obtain them, it is necessary to measure the partial photoionization cross s,xtion,
angular distribution and three different spin polarization characteristics [10].

6.

Vacuum

polarization

and nuclear excitations

At energies, comparable to that required for creation of an electron-positronpair, this process
must be taken into account not only as a real cross section as described by (21), but also as a
virtual one. This means, that excitation or ionization of any atomic electron can proceed via
virtual excitation of QuantumElectrodynamical Vacuum. The threshold of e+e- creation is
decreasingwith nuclearcharge growth. At Z_170-180, the energy requiredto create a pairgoes
to zero, leading to so-called spontaneousdecay of the vacuum [11]. Traces of this threshold shift
allow virtual excitation of e+e- pairs for lower Z. The simplest way to take these Quantum
Electrodynamical Vacuum Excitations into account is to generalize the Random Phase
Approximation with Exchange (RPAE) [1], which is very often used to describe the
photoionization process of _ultielectron atom. The central point of RPAE is an equ_ationfor
photoionization amplitude D(to) which is connected with the single-electron amplitude d:
< EIl_(to)li>=<el clli> + _ [< g ID(to)li'> (to - E'-I i, + iS)-I x
e'>F

(22)

i'KF

x < ¢i'IUlie' > - < i' ID(to)le'> (to + c' + Ii, )-

1<

i' ilUle'e >1

Here the summation is performed over occupied (<__F)
states, while integration and summation
takes place over vacant (>F) states. The u-operator includes direct Coulomb V and exchange
potentials, so that the interaction matrix elements are determined by equation:
< ei'lulie'> = <ei'lVlie'>

-

<ei'lVl¢i > .

(23)

All matrix dements in (22) are calculated with wave functions derived in the Hartree-Fock
approximation, its self-consistent field being determined by the pure Coulombic interelectron
interaction.
The equation (22) takes into account rigorously "one electron - one vacancy" atomic excitation.
The effects of "one electron - one positron" vacuum excitations can be taken into account
similarly, by extending the summation in (22) over these states, adding noncoulombic frequencydependent terms (Breit-type corrections) to the Coulomb matrix element (23) and calculating the
one-electron wave functions relativistically, by solving Dirac-Fock instead of Hartree-Fock
equations (see, for example [12]). The interelectron interaction entering these equations must be
modified _nthe same way as in RPAE equations.
This is technically a difficult program which is far from being quite satisfactorily materialized
[12]. The availability of corresponding experimental data on relativistic photoionization would
stimulate research in this direction.
For heavy atoms the nuclei very often have comparatively low lying levels, which can strongly
interact with the atomic electron shell excitations. The simplest and a well known process of this
type is internal conversion, i.e. transmission of nuclear excitation energy to an atomic electron
leading to its ionization, or a creation of an electron-positron pair [13]. The process of internal
conversion can be complicated also by virtual excitations [14] of electron shells. This can
modify the decay probability by orders of magnitude. A good example is 235U, where virtual
excitation of atomic electrons enhance the decay probability of the E2 nuclear 76 eV transition
by five orders of magnitude 115].

10

I

The presence of nuclear excitations open another pathway for atomic excitation and ionization.
If a nuclear level can be excited by absorbing a photon, it becomes autoionizing when the
interaction of atomic and nuclear subsystems is taken into account [I 6]. As a result, the atomic
photoionization cross section acquires resonant structure, which is described by Fano-type
profiles.
Another interesting possibility is the indirect excitation of a nuclear level via virtual atomic
excitation.
In some exceptional cases the energy of a discrete atomic excitation can be
transferred to a nuclear level, if it has the same angular momentum and their energy is close.
Such levels can strongly interact each other and mix.
For inner _omic vacancies, their decay energies are very often enough to excite the nucleus in an
Auger-type process, in which the energy of electron transition is transferred to the nucleus,
leading to its excitation [17].
Nuclear excitation can accompany creation of an inner shell vacancy, thus forming a new family
of satellites, called nuclear satellites of atomic levels. Usually it is possible to detect the fact of
nuclear excitation by observing its special decay channels - via emission of a photon or atomic
electron of specific energy. Because the probability to excite these "atomic-nucleus" levels is
quite low, they require high photon fluxes for observation.

7.

Double-electron

photoionization

Double-electron photoionization is a process in which a single photon eliminates two atomic
electrons. Because a photon directly interacts only with one electron, this process is completely
determined by the interelectron interaction. It was demonstrated long ago [18], that in _e
medium high energy zone for S-electrons the double-electron photoionization cross section crv
decreases with growth of to as in (6). So the ratio R(to) "double-to-single photoionization cross
section" at high to reaches a frequency independent limit
R(to)---, R.

(24)

to --.4,co

Analytically, this ratio for helium-like ions is given by an expression [19]
R _ 0.093 / Z 2 .

(25)

The calculations in [19] were performed in the lowest order in interelectron interaction. It was
demonstrated that one of the outgoing electrons carry away almost all photon energy, the other
being slow. The fast electron has a usual dipole photoelectron angular distribution while the
other is distributed isotropically.
In the nondipole zone the energy, angular and spin distributions of outgoing electrons change
considerably because of the nondipole components of the photon and due to the increasing role
of the interaction of the photon magnetic field with the electron spin. As a result the energy
distribution acquires a maximum in the e_ = e, area, and the outgoing electrons prefer to have
the same spin projection and are emitted _ilmos'toppositely. The ratio R started as a function of
to and is increasing, until at to >> c 2 it reaches a much bigger value than (25) [20]:
R = 0.59 / Z 2 .
(26)

tO > > C2
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These statements are not yet confirmed (or rejected) experimentally. But on the way of verifying
the expression (25) a difficulty appears: phctoionization stops to be an absolutely dominant
process already at comparatively low to. On the contrary, the Compton ionization becomes
_mportant in eliminating one or two electrons. For example, in the case of helium, the classical
threshold of double electron Compton ionization is about 3.5 kev and soon reaches a maximum.
With ._;ubsequentincrease of to, the Compton ionization cross section is almost constant, and
starts to decrease, according to (20), only at to >> c2. Therefore, there exists a broad frequency
region where Compton ionization is more important than photoionization [21]. Theoretically,
double electron Compton ionization can be considered similarly to that how it was done for
photoionization. At least for light atoms, particularly for He, the lowest order in interelectron
interaction is sufficient [22]. In this approximation the calculations were performed [23] in the
frequency region from 6 to 12 kev, demonstrating the increase of the effective ratio R, which
relates the total cross sections of double and single electron ionization. It is necessary, however,
to have analytical instead of pure numerical results in order to demonstrate whether a frequency
independent limit exists for the ratio R(to), how big it is and to demonstrate the validity of the
approximations used in calculations by estimating the contribution of neglected terms.
It is shown* that in the high nonrelativistic frequency limit, the double-electron Compton
ionization cross section can be presented as a product of the single-electron Compton crosssection and a factor which is determined by the interelectron interaction and can be calculated
easily. "l_e result is surprising because the ratio Rc is frequency independent and equal almost
precisely to one half of R, given by (20):
Re _ 0.048/Z 2

(27)

Although the expression (27) is not confirming the hypothesis which was made in [22], namely
that R=:Re,the close proximity of Re to (l/2)R forces us to perform a verification of the numbers
in [191,.which is now in progress.
In any case, the expression (27) deserves to be checked experimentall),. It was derived in the
frequency region, where single-electron Compton ionization cross section is independent of to.
So, the formula (27) means, that in a broad to region the tr++ for Compton ionization is not
decreasing, contrary to the photoionization cross section. This simplifies the experimental
observation of Re and tr ++(to) up to photon energies of about 100 kev.
Substituting Z by the effective nuclear charge 7__ff= 1.69 in He, which lakes into account nuclear
screening by one of the electrons, it is obtained from (27) Re = 1.68% in very good agreement
with experiment [241. The ejected electron energy distribution in double electron Compton
ionization proved to be similar to that in photoionization case: one electron is fast, while the
other is slow. Obviously, there is a difference in angular distributions, because an A2 term is
either monopole or quadrupole, whereas A is dipole.
It is of interest to study the double electron Compton ionization in the relativistic zone to > c2 in
order to clarify, whether the peculiarities in the energy distribution of the ionized electrons
reflected in (26) for double electron Compton ionization also.
Experimentally, as well as theoretically it is of interest to separate and then investigate the
Compton ionization cross sectioas in the kinematical regions which are forbidden for unbound
*M.Ya. Amusia and A.I. Mikhaik,v, sent to publication
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electrons. This would give information on the role of the nucleus and its recoil in Compton
scattering.
It would be of interest, particularlyfor He to study the (y,y'He++) reaction thus observing the
emitted quantum y' and the doubly charged ion in coincidence. Observation of He ++ as well as
the energy of y' would demonstrate that all the energy difference between y and y' is given to the
ionized electrons. By varying this difference, as well as the incoming photon y energy detailed
information on the structure of the He electron wave function in initial and final states can be
obtained: from the ionization threshold region up to that where almost all energy taken away by
electrons.
8.

Concluding

remarks

The photoionization of atoms by high energy photons gives a possibility to study a number of
problems traditional to atomic physics in a new frequency region. The "traditional" problems
include measurements of inner shell cross sections and corresponding angular distributions and
photoelectron spin orientation, investigations of satellite near-threshold structure, as well as
multiple excitation and ionization processes, consideration of the role of inner shell virtual
excitations upon the outer and intermediate shells ionization and excitations.
The relativistic corrections will manifest themselves in all these characteristics. The momentum
of a photon flux will lead to a "drag" current of photoelectrons.
In the high photon energy region also "nontraditional" atomic physics can be done, including
investigation of the role of virtual and real electron-positron pair creation, and of the admixture
and overlap of atomic states with nuclear excitations. The potential role of the magnetic
interaction, which is also increasing with incoming photon energy growth, can be clarified.
Of interest is the investigation of the Compton ionization process whose cross section is almost
completely independent of the incoming photon frequency, thus becoming much larger than the
photoionization cross section.
Presented here is not a list of possible problems, but simply a demonstration of how potentially
rich is this domain.
This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences,
under contract W-31-109-ENG-38.
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